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Introduction
This document outlines the May 2018 release of Sharperlight 4.7 R2. This is a point release to the
February 2018 release of 4.7 and it has numerous minor fixes and a range of enhancements. This
release has an internal number of 4.7.108 for the 64 bit build and 4.7.109 for the 32 bit build.

1.1

Release History
The Sharperlight development team use a continuous build process where minor builds are made
available to consultants, software partners and early adopters; to beta test and provide feedback.
Statements of Intent are drafted and distributed several months after each release and they provide
a roadmap for each successive release.
Release Build Numbers
2.9.8 / 2.9.7 32 bit
2.10.3 / 2.10.4 32 bit
3.0.5 / 3.0.6 32 bit

Release Date
October 2013
May 2014
November 2014

3.1.19 / 3.1.20 32 bit

October 2015

4.0.18 / 4.0.19 32 bit

October 2016

4.1.14 / 4.1.15 32 bit

March 2017

4.6.163 / 4.6.164 32 bit

August 2017

4.7.64 / 4.7.65 32 bit
4.7.108 / 4.7.109 32 bit

February 2018
May 2018

Each major release has one if not more, new pieces of functionality that are the cornerstone of the
release. The table below is a list of these key features.
Major Releases

Key Functionality

2.6

Multilingual, Query Union

2.7

Instance Management, HTML Charts

2.8

Dashboards, Excel Ribbon

2.9

Materialised Query, Favourites

2.10

Application Licensing, Page Designer

3.0

Report Rows, Web Licensing

3.1

System Data Sources, Excel Splits, Excel Sheet Formula

4.0

Scheduler, Foundry, Active Data Entry

4.1

Query In-memory Cache

4.6

.NET Framework 4.6.1, HTML5 Data Entry Grid

4.7

Two Factor Authentication, Connection Whitelist
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Enhancements
Enhancements to Sharperlight are often the result of customer and partner feedback. We
appreciate this input into the development cycle and we add our own ideas from direct consulting
experience and carry forward refinements that could not be finished in time for the last release.

2.1

User Login
Sharperlight authenticates user access to its desktop client and web interface using Windows
Authentication (single sign-on) or a native user name and password maintained in Site Setup.

2.1.1

Web Login Encoding
An issue was identified with the web login where it did not properly pass through some unicode
characters in user names and passwords. This has now been resolved with the user details being
properly encoded for authentication.

2.2

Excel Add-in
The Sharperlight XL Add-in provides direct integration into Microsoft Excel where it creates
intelligent formulas that refresh queries from datamodel data sources.

2.2.1

Cell Reference Writeback Service Code
The Writeback interface has a Service Code field but it didn't accept cell references to the service
number in a cell. The Service Code can now be cell referenced and it will return an error message in
the Logging window if the service doesn't exist or the datamodel is not available from the specified
service.

2.2.2

Excel Groups from Sheet Formula
The Query Builder has Grouping Options and the expand/collapse controls are visible in web tables.
This grouping is now available with Sheet formulas and it will generate Excel groups on the output
rows. Manually collapsing a group will trigger a sheet wide recalculation and this will refresh the
Sheet formula and remove all group changes. To avoid this, convert the Sheet formula to a delayed
formula and it will then only refresh when the Sharperlight recalculation routines a manually
selected.

Excel Groups
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Query Builder
The Query Builder is the common interface for building and refining queries. Query templates can be
re-used in all the presentation layers and the same query interface is used throughout the solution.

2.3.1

Service Code Filter
The Query Builder now has a Service Code filter that can be added to a query to re-direct the query
to another remote service. The services have to be configured in Client Setup and an error message
will be thrown into the Logging window, if the specified service number does not exist. Equally, an
error message will be returned if the service is available but the datamodel for the query does not
exist.

2.3.2

Timespan Expressions
Returning the elapsed minutes or seconds in the format hh:mm and hh:mm:ss has been difficult to
achieve in an expression when dealing with more than 24 hours. To simplify these calculations,
there are now two timespan expressions. TimeSpanTotalMinToHourMin() has one argument which
is the minutes and it will return hh:mm whilst TimeSpanTotalSecToHourMinSec() has one argument
for the seconds and it will return hh:mm:ss.

2.3.3

Preview Save Data to Excel
A Save Data to Excel option has now been added to the Query Builder Preview. This new option
uses a new library to generate an XLSX workbook and it creates the worksheet with same
formatting that is available in the Preview grid.

2.3.4

XLSX System Data Source
Direct query access to Microsoft Excel workbooks was introduced in Sharperlight 3.1 with System
Data Sources. To open XLS and XLSX workbooks, the query engine uses the Microsoft ACE OLEDB
data provider which is available in the Microsoft Access Database Engine 2010 Redistributable.
Since the ACE data provider has to match the 32/64 bit Sharperlight runtime and Microsoft Office, it
can take some effort to install a compatible environment. With this release a new library for
accessing XLSX workbooks has been added to the build and this negates the need for the ACE data
provider but only if the client is just using XLSX files.

2.3.5

Lookup Option to Remove <ALL>
The <ALL> operator acts as an override setting to the query engine and forces the filter to be
ignored when generating the query. In previous releases, <ALL> could not be disabled but now there
is a Filter Option to remove <ALL> as an available filter value and it will be removed from the
corresponding lookup. The logic applies to both the Query Builder and web reporting. This setting
can be enabled from the Attributes tab of the Filter Options of each filter

Remove <ALL>
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Filter Lock Option
Filters in the Web Channel can now be locked where they remain visible to the end-user but they
cannot be changed in the web. The Lock option is enabled in the Filter Attributes of the query and
there is an equivalent URL parameter for locking with the syntax &lockFiltername=1.

2.4

Web Channel
The Web Channel is an overall term to describe the web content rendered by the Sharperlight Web
Service. It is primarily a viewing and filtering interface to access the published queries through a web
browser.

2.4.1

Expression Help
With each successive release, the Sharperlight Service index page has been extended with more
information, links, and learning resources. With this release the index page now has a link to a
service page that documents and demonstrates the Expressions engine. The Expression Help can be
accessed from the Expressions item in the Developers or Help menu, and this will open a new
browser tab with a search bar and navigation tree. The expressions are grouped into categories and
each expression has an explanation, an example and an input section to trial the calculation.

Expression Help

2.4.2

Save As Excel
The Save As Excel export option on web tables has been updated and it will generate a formatted
XLSX Excel workbook. If the published query has a Page Designer template for Excel, it will use that
output layout instead of the default XLSX rendering.

2.5

Scheduler
The Scheduler is a process automation and distribution tool that can be run on a client computer
and on the Sharperlight application server.
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File Wait Action
Instead of using an arbitrary Wait action for file workflow, there is now a File Wait action. It has
settings for minimum file size, seconds to wait for file growth and seconds to wait before timing
out.

2.5.2

JavaScript Action
JavaScript has been added as a scripting language for processing events. The JavaScript interface
includes a Pop Out Edit window and Test console for validating scripted actions. JavaScripts can
interact with files, use expressions and can execute writebacks.

JavaScript Action

2.5.3

Query Save to PDF and Excel
The Query action now has save to PDF and Excel (XLSX) as available output file types. There are also
input boxes for Report Title and Description. These will be included in the PDF, Excel and HTML
output files.

Query - Save As

2.5.4

Excel and PDF Append
The Save As settings for Publisher, Query and Webpage actions have the option to append to Excel
XLSX and PDF files. With Excel workbooks the append will add additional worksheets.
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Web Page Save Action
A Web Page save to file action has been added to the Scheduler. The default method scraps the
specified URL address and exports the HTML content into a HTML file. The other method uses
Google Chrome to render the web page to a PDF or image file. With Chrome there are additional
settings for Page Size, Orientation, Wait Seconds, Collapse After Submit and CSS styling.

Web Page - Save As

2.5.6

History Details
Each scheduled task generates a log of messages and event times. This can be view in the Scheduled
Task History tab and each log record can now be viewed in a separate details windows. Double
clicking on a task history record or using the button with the white exclamation mark in a blue circle,
will open the History Details window.

2.6

Studio
The Studio is the advanced design interface for developing and maintaining datamodels.

2.6.1

Datamodel Compare
The Compare process now evaluates and returns object lengths in the details. It also displays the
line number where the different details start.

2.6.2

Extensions Delete Objects
In previous releases, the Studio rigidly protected Extension datamodels and only allowed object
deletions where the items exist in the current extension layer. This was found to be too restrictive
because sometimes objects get associated to the wrong layer and it was impossible to remove
them. The Studio can now delete objects (fields, tables, folders, etc) in an Extension datamodel,
even if they don't appear to be part of the extension. This allows the clean-up of fragments and the
other extension layers are not touched.

2.6.3

Excel Dictionary Export/Import
The Export and Import of dictionary translations can now be achieved using an XLSX Excel
workbook. The dictionary export has Excel Format Dictionary (*.xlsx) as one of the save as types
and the import will accept a workbook with column A as the Key, column B as the Base Language
and then the columns for each supported language.
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JavaScript Processes
JavaScript has been added as a scripting language for datamodel processes in the Studio. Since it is
an interpreted language it requires not compilation and does not suffer from the locking issues that
can arise with C# and VB.NET. JavaScript is sandboxed to ensure safe file handling and it has a
Require function for importing libraries from a default folder location.

2.7

Client Setup
Client Setup is a configuration interface for maintaining connection details to data sources and
service templates.

2.7.1

Disable Two-Factor Authentication
Two-Factor Authentication can now be disabled in Client Setup in the service attributes. If the
setting Allow Two-Factor Authentication is set to False the input box and setup for Two-Factor
Authentication will not be displayed in the web login and in the desktop client login.

2.8

Other

2.8.1

System Properties
System Properties are global variables that can be set and reused throughout the Sharperlight
ecosystem. For example, the current period could be defined as a system property and it could then
be referenced in numerous queries and scheduled tasks. Direct access to the System Properties has
now been added to the Applications Menu and the properties window has been enhanced with
export and import buttons to easily backup and transfer settings.
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